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This paper reports on a study that examined the development of pedagogical methods for increasing the visual literacy skills of a group of library and information science students. Through a series of three assignments, students were asked to provide descriptive information for a set of historical photographs and record reflections on their experiences via blog posts. The three separate versions of the image descriptions submitted by the students were analyzed to discern changes using descriptive statistics, and their blog posts were examined to identify recurrent themes using the constant comparative method. Findings associated with the image descriptions indicate that students' skill in describing the photographs show a modest increase across the three versions. Analysis of the blog postings revealed an overarching theme of frustration associated with the experience of developing image descriptions among the students. The underlying reasons for their frustrations are examined, and suggestions are provided for further increasing students' abilities to describe images.

It is widely acknowledged that one of the most onerous issues surrounding access to images results from the semantic gap between visual information and the printed or spoken word. While automatic methods can be used to provide access to textual materials, automated methods of image indexing remain problematic for all but the coarsest levels of access. As a result of this situation, humans must analyze image content and apply text-based terms to provide access to visual information. This work requires that individuals be skilled in identifying, interpreting, and describing visual information. As the number of images in the online environment continues to climb, the need for skilled individuals to describe visual materials to enable access follows a similar path. However, the development of visual literacy skills among graduates of programs or schools of library and information science has not kept pace with this increasing need. This study attempts to alleviate this situation by examining the feasibility of developing individuals' visual literacy skills through coursework in the domain of library and information science. While this study examined library and information science students, the methods described here could be applied in various disciplines to develop a greater understanding of visual materials among individuals living in a media-saturated world.
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Literature Review
Definitions of visual literacy generally focus on the development of several specific competencies surrounding an individual’s ability to read, create, and communicate about, and through, visual content. A thorough review of the definition of visual literacy as encountered in the literature is beyond the scope of this paper, but the following publications can be consulted for detailed analyses of the various definitions that have been put forth since Debes’ initial explanation of visual literacy in 1969. Due to the nature of the research undertaken in this study, visual literacy discussed here is limited to the ability to read: that is, to analyze, identify, and describe (communicate via text), the visual content (people, places, things, and ideas) of images.

Libraries and archives have historically been seen as bastions of textual materials, and in those institutions where visual materials were held, an uneasy relationship often existed between image- and text-based collections. This text-centered view within libraries has slowly shifted in recent years, thanks in part to the development of the web and the technological advances that have allowed for the easy exchange of digital content. In parallel with these developments has been an increased understanding of the role that visual content plays in the exchange of information and the development of knowledge. This modified focus among libraries and archives has led to recognition that these institutions need to 1) develop programs that support the understanding and use of visual content among their constituencies, and 2) describe the visual materials held within their collections.

Several authors working within libraries and archives have commented on what institutions should be doing to support the use of visual materials. Interestingly, the literature within the library and information science discipline has primarily examined the topic of visual literacy instruction, while those authors writing from an archival perspective have tended to focus on how to interpret and provide access to historical photographs.

Within the library-based discussions of visual literacy, the most commonly encountered topics include instruction for searching for images, evaluating sources and images, citation methods, and copyright issues for visual content. While there is general agreement among the authors over the treatment of these topics within library-based instruction, some debate exists among the individuals responsible for developing competencies surrounding image interpretation. Nelson states that librarians should limit themselves to teaching image search and source evaluation skills, but that “using images as information sources and making sense out of them by critically analyzing their meanings... falls within the exclusive domain of the subject instructor.” This dichotomy between the librarian’s role (locating, evaluating, and citing visual materials) and that of the student-scholar-teacher (interpreting and creating visual materials) was also discussed by Harris. Thinking about this idea a bit further, we are likely to conclude that the critical skills for librarians to impart through visual literacy instruction may not necessarily be interpreting an image’s content, but how to find information about the image through keywords, statements, and questions that can be tied together to create a rich analysis.

In contrast to the literature concerning the topic of visual literacy within the library, authors writing from an archival perspective have largely focused their attention on how to develop visual literacy competencies for image analysis and description. Additionally, when visual literacy is discussed, it is often directed toward the archivists rather than the users that the archives serve. Kaplan, Mifflin, and Schwartz discuss how the development of visual literacy among archivists impacts access to archival materials. These authors note that the development of visual literacy skills among archivists helps them better understand and deal with visual materials. Kaplan and Mifflin suggest that increasing archivists’ visual literacy skills would lead to “improved
finding aids and catalog records, [which] will keep pace with anticipated expanding requirements of the research community.”11 Schwartz takes this need for image analysis and description within the archives a step further when she states that the archivists must examine images’ “intended function or role—be it personal, social, political, or economic—as a means of communicating a message across time and/or space and then to consider how to preserve and describe them in a way that respects, reveals, and retains their impact on human relations, power, and knowledge."12 For these authors, the best way for archivists to support their visual collections and their users is through the application of visual literacy skills and knowledge to image description.

That there is a keen need for trained individuals to provide access to images through well-developed descriptive records cannot be understated. Schwartz clearly articulates the issues that have resulted from poorly managed visual materials when she states that “[v]isual illiteracy, therefore, not just outside but more importantly within the profession, has relegated photographs to the margins of archivy.”13 A lack of knowledge concerning visual materials within libraries and archives has meant that many rich image collections are functionally unknown and inaccessible.

One way to remedy the visual illiteracy that Schwartz notes is to ensure that visual literacy appears within the curricula of library and information science and archival programs. Unfortunately, visual literacy competencies are generally not a part of the formal training provided in these programs.14 The skills instead must be learned through coursework in disciplines that are more receptive to visual literacy and/or via on-the-job training. The placement of visual literacy amid the disciplinary landscape is a topic that has been discussed by several authors who suggest that its lack of coverage within the curriculum is based on the fact that it lacks a specific domain.15 As it is a topic that cuts across all boundaries, no one discipline can lay claim to its content. The issue of what should be taught also adds complexity of including visual literacy within the curriculum, as each discipline is likely to have a different visual canon (for instance art history has paintings, sculpture, and the like, while radiology has X-rays, MRIs, and such).

Visual Literacy Competency Standards
A development for expanding coverage of visual literacy within the curriculum that is interdisciplinary in nature can be found in the competencies articulated within the Association of College and Research Libraries’ Visual Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education (Standards). Visual literacy, as is discussed within the introductory statements to the Standards, is explained as “a set of abilities that enables an individual to effectively find, interpret, evaluate, use, and create images and visual media.”16 Added to this list are the abilities to understand and explain the need and situate the creation and use of visual materials. These concepts are explained through a series of seven standards, each with a list of performance indicators and learning outcomes to be achieved.

The competencies included in the Standards are comprehensive, so a subset of these was selected for use in the present study to assess the development of the skills required of students to analyze and describe historical photographs. The specific standards, performance indicators, and learning outcomes examined here were limited to the items from the Standards found in table 1.

For this study, the course content was designed with the goals of increasing students’ ability to evaluate existing records associated with images (Standards 4), to see and analyze the content of images (Standards 3), and to usefully communicate image content via textual descriptions (Standards 5). A related goal, found in Standards 2, was the development of students’ skill in identifying terms useful to performing research about the images being examined.
The Standards clearly indicate the specific knowledge and skills needed to become visually literate; however, the pedagogical methods for how these are to be achieved are beyond its scope. Nevertheless, there is a need for the development and testing of methods to increase students’ abilities in image interpretation and description, and so the following study was undertaken.

**Preliminary Details of the Study**

This paper communicates the findings of a case study that examined the methods used to develop visual literacy skills among graduate students enrolled in a library and information science course. Course content and a series of exercises were created to develop the students’ skills in analyzing and describing the visual content of historic photographs. As the students’ own thoughts and beliefs surrounding their image interpretation and description were assessed, the following study was undertaken.

**TABLE 1**

**ACRL’s Visual Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education Used in Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Two:</th>
<th>The visually literate student finds and accesses needed images and visual media effectively and efficiently.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Indicator 2.</td>
<td>The visually literate student conducts effective image searches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcome:</td>
<td>d. Identifies keywords, synonyms, and related terms for the image needed, and maps those terms to the vocabulary used in the image source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Three:</th>
<th>The visually literate student interprets and analyzes the meanings of images and visual media.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Indicator 1.</td>
<td>The visually literate student identifies information relevant to an image’s meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcomes:</td>
<td>a. Looks carefully at an image and observes details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Reads captions, metadata, and accompanying text to learn about an image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Identifies the subject of an image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Examines the relationship of images to each other, and uses related images to inform interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Recognizes when more information about an image is needed, develops questions for further research, and conducts additional research as appropriate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Four:</th>
<th>The visually literate student evaluates images and their sources.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Indicator 3.</td>
<td>The visually literate student evaluates textual information accompanying images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcomes:</td>
<td>a. Evaluates information that accompanies images for accuracy, reliability, currency, and completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Uses observation of visual content to evaluate textual information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Verifies image information by consulting multiple sources and conducting research as necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Five:</th>
<th>The visually literate student uses images and visual media effectively.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Indicator 4.</td>
<td>The visually literate student communicates effectively with and about images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcome:</td>
<td>d. Includes textual information as needed to convey an image’s meaning (for example, using captions, referencing figures in a text, incorporating keys or legends)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Standards clearly indicate the specific knowledge and skills needed to become visually literate; however, the pedagogical methods for how these are to be achieved are beyond its scope. Nevertheless, there is a need for the development and testing of methods to increase students’ abilities in image interpretation and description, and so the following study was undertaken.
description experiences could reveal useful information, they were asked to reflect upon the work they did in blog postings.

The images assigned to the students through the course exercises were taken from the *Detroit News Collection* belonging to the Walter P. Reuther Library of Labor and Urban Affairs (Reuther Library) at Wayne State University. The collection is the photographic archive of one of Detroit's longest-running newspapers, the *Detroit News*. The ownership of this collection of photographic materials was transferred to the Reuther Library in 1997. The photographic prints and negatives belonging to this collection date roughly to a hundred-year period between the late nineteenth and late twentieth centuries. Funding received from the Institute of Museum and Library Services allowed the Reuther Library to process a portion of roughly 800,000 photographic images in the collection and place the images online. The images in this online collection, known as the *Virtual Motor City*, are openly available on the web for individuals to search, view, and download.¹⁷

In preparation for the course exercises, the currently available image descriptions for a subset of photographs were gathered and copied into a spreadsheet. The descriptive information, of which there are several standard fields, and a URL to each image was included in the spreadsheets. An example image and record that students would be presented with can be seen in image 1, and an example of an accompanying descriptive record is given in table 2. The records for the *Virtual Motor City* collection’s images vary in their levels of description, and, as is the case here, the description is sometimes a poor match to the image content. In this example, the image shows two young girls waving on a rough wooden-planked structure, whereas the record’s title reads “Steamship; Tashmoo.” Records with weak descriptions are the result of the newspaper’s original

---

**IMAGE 1**

*Example of an Image from the Virtual Motor City Collection*

[Steamship; Tashmoo], 8 August 1930. Detroit News Collection #10401. Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI.
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filing structure, which grouped images together based on theme. When the Reuther Library processed the images in this collection, the labeling information on the file folder was used as the descriptive information for all of the scanned images within that particular folder. This image is likely one of a series taken for a newspaper story on the steamship *Tashmoo*, which ferried passengers on the Detroit River from Detroit to Port Huron, Michigan.

Research Questions

Methods of increasing individuals’ abilities to analyze, evaluate, identify, and describe visual content have not been well researched, so this study sought to examine the effectiveness of learning activities designed to develop students’ visual literacy competencies. The study consists of two framing elements: the first focuses on the course content presented by the instructor and the assignments completed by the students, while the second centers on the students’ perceptions of their experiences. Thus the following research questions were developed to focus the research.

- RQ1: What is the impact of the course’s instructional activities (lectures, readings, and exercises) on developing visual literacy skills among MLIS students in the areas of image description and analysis?
- RQ2: How do these MLIS students perceive their visual literacy learning process?

Methods

Two methods of data collection and analysis were used to examine the development of visual literacy skills among 31 students enrolled in a digital libraries course within a graduate-level program in library and information science at a large Midwestern university. Multiple prerequisites existed for enrollment in the course, and these consisted of coursework that provide an introduction to the fundamental topics of the library and information science profession. These core courses consist of an introduction to the history and the various professions within the domain of library and information science, as well as courses on reference, cataloging, management, and information technology. Within the introductory cataloging course, the students learn the basics of object description using several common tools used to perform
cataloging tasks. These include controlled vocabularies (such as *Art and Architecture Thesaurus, Thesaurus of Geographic Names, Union List of Artists Names,* and *Thesaurus of Graphic Materials*) and subject heading lists (*Library of Congress Subject Headings* and *Sears List of Subject Headings*).

The digital libraries course was conducted asynchronously online, and instruction consisted of recorded lecture presentations with slides, audio, and video, supplemented with readings in a variety of digital library topics. Three image description exercises for this study were assigned at three separate points during the semester. These exercises, discussed below, had students enter information about a single set of assigned images in an Excel spreadsheet. These three spreadsheets were submitted via Blackboard, the course management system in use for online instruction at the university. An additional exercise was completed between the first and second image description exercises, when access to nonprint materials was covered in the course. Although data from this exercise were not examined for the current study, students were asked to discover and jointly develop a list of references useful to the task of image description. The second form of data collection examined the students’ thoughts and beliefs surrounding their image description experiences. These data were recorded as students worked through the image description exercises using online blogs.

The image records that the students developed and entered into Excel spreadsheets were analyzed using descriptive statistics to reveal patterns in the changes made to the data. This included examining which kind of information was changed, which kind of descriptive information saw the most changes, and which version of the three spreadsheets saw the most changes. The quality of the image descriptions were assessed largely on their correctness, meaning did the student accurately identify the “of-ness” and/or “about-ness” of the images, were appropriate dates for the images determined and assigned, were existing spelling or typographical errors remedied, and were subject headings well formed. To prepare the data for analysis, the image descriptions from each of the three exercises for a student were copied into three separate sheets of a single spreadsheet. A fourth sheet, which contained a formula to compare the cells’ contents of the previous three sheets, was used to identify the information that had been modified. The cells that were identified as being modified were then examined using case-ordered displays to determine what changes were made to the existing information in each of the three spreadsheet’s states.

The blog entries that students made in response to the image description exercises were recorded using Blackboard’s blog feature. The blog entries for each of the three exercises were copied from Blackboard into three separate Word documents, and these were examined using the constant comparative method. All of the blog entries were examined to identify recurring themes that emerged from the students’ discussions of their experiences. The constant comparative method, an iterative process of reading and rereading text-based data to discover themes and subthemes, was used to examine the students’ reflective passages in their blog posts. The themes and subthemes were identified, gathered, and defined in a coding sheet. These were redefined and modified as new themes and subthemes emerged through multiple readings of the blog posts. To help ensure the reliability of the study’s findings, the coding manual and a series of 25 sentences extracted from the blog postings were provided to three individuals. They were asked to assign each sentence to one theme or subtheme. These assignments were collected and tallied. The broad themes (for example, enjoyment or dissatisfaction) had a 97 percent overlap with the original coding, while the more granular themes (examples: time, loss, resources) saw an 84 percent agreement rate. These rates of agreement verify that the themes identified in the study were reflective of the participants’ responses.
Exercises
Three exercises were assigned at various points in the semester as a means of evaluating the students’ developing knowledge of providing access to visual content through descriptive information. The first exercise was assigned at the start of the course when introductory materials were examined. Every student was provided a spreadsheet containing cursory data for 10 to 30 image records. Each image record in the spreadsheet would contain a record number, a URL to an online image, and corresponding data for a few fields associated with the image (see table 1). The fields with recorded information varied across the images. However, the most commonly found fields in the spreadsheets consisted of historical title, decade, and date. Many of the spreadsheets’ cells of information were blank. The students were asked to identify what is being seen in each image, when each image was made, and the ideas being expressed through the image. They were instructed to use traditional library-oriented descriptive tools to complete the work. Students were given directions about what kinds of information should be recorded in each field, and this was accompanied by a list of potentially useful reference resources and links to various tools helpful to performing the work. The students also received, as a part of the assignment’s instructions, examples of well-formed Library of Congress Subject Heading entries that were created for similar kinds of image content. The students were asked to add and/or modify the information for each image assigned to them, paying particular attention to developing the title, description, LC subjects, and description fields. Students were also asked to provide free text terms for each image.

Exercise 2 was assigned in week 8 when the topics of evaluation and quality control in digital libraries were examined. At this point in the course, students had been exposed to several topics useful to creating descriptive entries for images (for instance, cataloging and selecting content, and information retrieval). In exercise 2, a second student reviewed the spreadsheet that was completed in exercise 1 by another unidentified classmate. Students were asked to record any changes they felt needed to occur in the spreadsheet for exercise 2. After these changes were completed, the spreadsheet from exercise 2 was returned to the student who worked on this set of images in exercise 1. For the final exercise, students had the opportunity to work again on their spreadsheet near the end of the semester. In exercise 3, students were asked to examine their spreadsheet to ensure their final version was error free and included information missing from the earlier attempts at image description. This was the last assignment before the students’ final digital projects were due at the end of the semester, and since the spreadsheet with the Virtual Motor City image descriptions was one of the items to be included in the digital project, there was an added incentive for students to complete these to the best of their abilities.

Findings
Analysis of the image descriptions and the blog entries revealed several interesting findings. Several types of descriptive information regarding the images were found to be the most often modified in the spreadsheets by the students, and the blog content showed that the students found the work involved in developing image descriptions challenging and fraught with difficulties. This section provides a detailed discussion of the findings.

Analysis of the spreadsheets showed that the students carefully followed the exercises’ instructions, so the several fields of the spreadsheets that were identified as needing the most work were those that were the most frequently modified. These consisted of the fields of information concerning the title, subject headings (derived from the Library of Congress’ Subject Headings list), student-developed terms, and image
description. The changes made to the titles of the images are readily explainable, as was mentioned above, since the original titles were often not fully descriptive of the images’ content. Although several of the original image records had Library of Congress Subject Headings applied to them, many of the records the students worked with did not. The students attempted to remedy this situation in their work; how these were developed through all three exercises is a topic we will return to shortly. A field for recording simple terms, or tags, was added to the original exported image data based on conversations with the staff at the Reuther Library. The Reuther Library’s staff is interested in providing access to the images through user-applied tags, so the students’ assignment of free-text terms to the images provides support for a future system development in this area. Similar to the situation with the title field, the description provided in the original records was often not reflective of the content present in the images, so the students added detail to this field to make the records more meaningful.

Several other phenomena surrounding the changes to the data were found. These consisted of the version of the spreadsheet that saw the most changes, as well as the kinds of changes that were made. In terms of which version of the spreadsheet was most often modified, it was found to be exercise 3. Approximately 60 percent of the modifications that were done to the spreadsheet descriptions were made by the original person working on exercise 3. This was an interesting finding, as exercise 2 was completed by a second person and it was thought that their view of, or knowledge about, the image content would be different and this would play out in more varied descriptions. The majority of the updates made to the spreadsheets when seen across the three exercises consisted of capitalization, punctuation, and spelling changes, an increased use of formal language/terminology, and richer descriptive detail.

The students’ growing skill in identifying what they saw in the images is reflected in the descriptions they provided in the three exercises. For example, using the title field for image 1, we can trace how things changed. In exercise 1, the information about the image in the title field changed completely. The title in the original record was “Steamships; Tashmoo,” and the title here was changed to “View of two girls” to better indicate the image’s content. The second person working on the record in exercise 2 felt the image’s connection to the Tashmoo was important to include and so modified the title provided in exercise 1 from “View of two girls” to “View of two girls on the steamship Tashmoo.” The final title submitted for this image record in exercise 3 was “View of two girls waving to the steamship Tashmoo.” This suggests that the original student scrutinized the image further. Through a more careful reading of the image, and a bit of research into the history of passenger boats in Detroit, the girls were perceived as standing on a pier and the description was updated in the record.

The Library of Congress Subject Headings assigned by the students show they were able to identify important concepts within the images, but that they struggled with the detailed mechanics of the subject heading system. An example will help illustrate this point. As seen in record 2 (shown in table 3), the original descriptive information for this image did not include any subject headings. In exercise 1, the student provided subject headings that speak to the image’s content. The subject headings identified the individuals seen in the image as provided in the historical title field and noted the fact there was a boat present. The second person working in exercise 2 recognized that the standard format of the Library of Congress Subject Headings inverts the order of names (for instance, “Gar Wood” to “Wood, Gar”). This student also developed a more specific heading for the boat. Although these headings are closer to the Library of Congress Subject Headings, they do not follow the authorized entries used in the list. As can be seen in table 4, the entries for exercise 3 repeat those given in exercise 2.
The subject headings clearly presented some unique problems for the students. Many did not search the online Library of Congress authority lists for the official names or subjects and thus many entries, while conceptually correct, did not follow the standard headings as provided by the Library of Congress. For example, the entry provided in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Field Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Boats; Motorboats; Miss America VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record ID</td>
<td>13450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Title</td>
<td>Boats; Motorboats; Miss America VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head on view close up of Gar Wood and Orlin Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>9/2/1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decade</td>
<td>1920s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Size</td>
<td>4x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>The Detroit News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>© 2003 Wayne State University. All images associated with the Virtual Motor City Collection are protected by United States copyright law. Duplication or sale of all or part of any of the data or images is not permitted without consent of the copyright holder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
record 2 is “Wood, Gar,” which, according to the authority controlled subject heading list of the Library of Congress, should instead be “Wood, Garfield Arthur, 1880–1971.” Thus, it was found that, while the students were careful to identify the content through their subject headings, they had difficulties in remedying the inconsistencies between their entries and the official form of the heading provided by the Library of Congress. This inconsistency in the assigned subject headings would negatively impact individuals’ ability to find images on their chosen topic, if the headings were not altered to follow the standard entries.

The students’ blog entries revealed that the students felt a great sense of frustration when performing the work. This theme running throughout the blog posts could be further attributed to specific aspects that caused the students to experience frustration. When the subthemes were examined, some of these aspects were beyond their control, whereas others were those that the students could play an active role in changing. The aspects they had little or no control over were the tools and resources available to them to perform the work, the state of previously entered data, the sense of loss they experienced due to the decline or destruction of historic structures seen within the images of Detroit and the surrounding metropolitan areas, and a lack of time to research the image content in detail. Several other aspects were those that the students could potentially have a personal impact upon, and these consisted of increasing their knowledge, developing their image description skills, and being more confident in their descriptions.

Several external aspects that were discussed by the students negatively impacted their ability to provide well-developed image descriptions. The tools that were available to the students were identified as a source of frustration. In their blog postings, they often noted that they could not find the appropriate term in the Library of Congress Subject Headings list, so they were unable to apply what they felt was the best-fitting term. Many of the students found the subject heading list provided by the Library of Congress difficult to use. The students were also challenged by a lack of access and/or availability to resources that would help them create the image records. These consisted of access to earlier issues of The Detroit News and other publications that would help them decipher the content of the images. Previous entries in the image records caused anxiety for the students, and changing descriptive information in the image records that had been entered by others was noted as being particularly difficult. The students also expressed a sense of loss associated with the historic scenes shown in the images. As they examined the images, they noted that many cultural indicators of the city (such as religious buildings, community centers, cultural events, daily life, and the like) no longer existed. Finally, the students were frustrated by the lack of time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | Gar Wood  
Orlin Johnson  
Boats |
| 2        | Wood, Gar  
Johnson, Orlin  
Miss America VII (Motorboats) |
| 3        | Same as 2 |
they had to perform the image descriptions. Most of the students noted needing more time to research the content in the images. A few students expressed frustration at their own inability to better manage their own time, however; this aspect is an example of a subtheme that straddles both external and internal forces upon a student's image description abilities.

Several aspects were discussed in the blogs that the students could act upon themselves to decrease the sense of frustration they experienced during the image description process. Increasing their knowledge about the city and its people, places, and history was an often discussed subtheme. They believed that their own lack of background knowledge concerning the history of Detroit and its environs stymied their abilities to appropriately identify the image content. A lack of practical experience in cataloging and indexing images was another subtheme students discussed that caused them difficulties. Their lack of descriptive skill meant they questioned their ability to identify the content and themes present in the images and worried about descriptive aspects such as the level of detail required. This resulted in the students’ having only limited confidence in the descriptions they were able to provide for the images.

As a way to further investigate the subtheme of confidence, passages including this theme were reexamined with an eye toward describing what influenced their level of confidence. Several individuals expressed their dismay at their descriptions when they were asked to change existing data. They felt they were ill-prepared and incapable of performing the work, as this student so clearly states, “I suddenly felt very overwhelmed and under-qualified to work on this exercise…. I found myself faced with a dilemma … am I fixing things or am I making them all horribly, horribly wrong?” [Student 25] The confidence they felt toward their work was tied to the critical nature of the descriptions they would provide. The students were acutely aware of the importance of well-described information in the successful image retrieval process. As a result, they felt a great deal of pressure to develop accurate image descriptions. This sentiment was repeated by several students. One of these took this idea a step further, pointing out the “[w]eight of knowing that your eyes might be the last ones to see an item before it goes live.” [Student 9] Students were aware of the broader implications of their image descriptions. As Student 8 thoughtfully observed, “if the data is inaccurate, one might create user dissatisfaction and [give the collection] a bad reputation.” Beyond creating problems in the retrieval process, poorly or incorrectly described images were seen as having a negative impact on users' interactions with a collection's and/or an institution's reputation.

As a way of trying to determine whether the students felt more confident in their image description abilities after the final exercise, their blog posts were reexamined. Two distinct patterns were discovered in their comments concerning their confidence when the blog posts associated with the three exercises were examined. For some students, the repeated attempts at developing the image records helped them feel more confident in their descriptions. Having the opportunity to step away from the descriptions for a time and then to revisit them helped to reassure them that they could review their work to correct any errors. As one student stated, “[t]his exercise showed me the importance of coming back to materials with fresh eyes and a deeper level of experience …. I didn't find many errors, but I did feel a lot more confident in the revision process.” [Student 9] Other students struggled across all of the exercises, although there was a sense that, given more time and resources, they might eventually produce something they would feel more confident about, as this student's reflection on the descriptive experience suggests: “I am not fully satisfied with my results, because I would have liked to have more time to research all of the images in order to provide more thorough annotations.” [Student 13] The varied responses concern-
ing the confidence they felt toward their descriptions is an interesting discovery that warrants additional research.

The students’ blog posts also revealed what they felt they learned through the several image description exercises. Broadly speaking, the students noted they developed a greater appreciation for the work. They acknowledged the time, effort, knowledge, and experience required to perform image description well. As one student stated, “[m]y view of descriptive cataloging has changed in the sense that I now realize just how hard it is.” [Student 13] While they may not have felt confident in their own abilities to perform the work, their acknowledgement of what is needed to adequately complete image description is an important finding. They can use this knowledge in the future to continue to increase their competence in this area and to understand and explain the fuller implications behind making collections of visual materials available. As individuals who may go on to direct facilities with visual collections, this is a key finding. The students also discussed developing the ability to identify instances when they do not know the answer and learning to move on when they are unable to find the answer. These realizations also suggest that this experience will help them to ultimately perform the work involved in describing images.

Conclusions and Future Work

The study set out to examine the impact of the course content on students’ ability to: evaluate existing image records (Standards 4), identify and analyze the content of images (Standards 3), and effectively create descriptive records for images (Standards 5). Related to these goals was increasing students’ abilities to identify terms useful to performing image research (Standards 2). The findings of the study show that the exercises increased the students’ visual literacy to varying degrees across the Standards examined.

Addressing all of the Standards was the study participants’ awareness of the challenges involved in describing images, and this is an important learning outcome to their professional growth and careers. Nevertheless, the development of their descriptive skills for visual materials was modest. While there was an overall pattern seen in the development of richer image descriptions, the students struggled to perform the work well. Some of their entries were incomplete or incorrect. While students modified the descriptive entries in the image records, thus suggesting they evaluated the image records (Standards 4), their ability to identify and assess the content of the images was limited (Standards 3). Whether this was an issue of limited knowledge about what was being seen in the images (Standards 3) and/or one of their limited skill in translating visual information into useful textual description (Standards 2 & 5) is unknown and warrants further investigation.

A means of increasing the students’ descriptive abilities would be to provide intensive one-on-one guidance to their efforts as they perform the work. This could consist of reviewing their entries and then discussing these on a one-by-one basis with each student. Additional feedback to facilitate their descriptions would also be helpful in developing the students’ feelings and beliefs concerning their visual literacy skills, as a lack of confidence in their own abilities was found to inhibit the descriptions they provided.

The frustration that the students experienced while working through the exercises is noteworthy and important to consider. Ravas and Stark also report on the frustration that students felt when performing image analysis. To encourage students to develop their descriptive abilities for visual materials, there is a need to find methods of increasing their comfort level and the satisfaction they feel in performing this work. Another way to encourage their developing visual literacy skills would be to provide students with a framework for analyzing picture content. This framework (for example:
what is visible in the image? what is the image about? what place is shown in the image?) would help lead them through the process of identifying and analyzing visual information and encourage them to supply richer descriptions. Several authors have provided materials that could be used in developing this framework. Offering additional support for working with controlled vocabularies would also be useful to the description of images, as a number of students struggled with the creation of entries that were dependent on these tools. Additional studies that would extend our knowledge of image description practices could examine the rates of agreement for subject headings assigned by multiple individuals tasked with developing image records for retrieval or assess how tagging practices may impact the need for trained individuals to provide access to images among varied communities of users.

The lack of trained individuals to describe visual content is a continuing impediment to providing access to photographic and other visual collections. Additional research into developing the skills and knowledge needed by individuals to perform this work is needed. Future iterations of this study should include the suggestions made above: intensive one-on-one feedback to students’ work, a framework for encouraging richer descriptions, game/competition-like rewards, and additional guidance on the tools and resources needed to develop rich descriptions. Additional data collection via interviews of students who develop the image descriptions and professionals who perform this work as a part of their day-to-day job responsibilities should also be conducted to examine in greater detail their thoughts and beliefs concerning the development of visual literacy skills. Their insights are likely to reveal aspects not discovered in the present study.

The ever-increasing quantity of online content offers a wealth of materials that were previously restricted to users operating within institutional walls. Current technologies have allowed for the easy exchange of digital content. While, in the online environment, textual items can be accessed through their word-based content, image content remains largely hidden unless manually described by individuals. Academic librarians and educators in all disciplines can integrate visual literacy instruction into their core practices to help individuals gain access to, and to better understand, visual information. This study has shown that basic image analysis, seeing the image’s contents, deciphering what is being seen, and translating this visual information into descriptive text, was generally not deftly completed by graduate student participants. The skills and knowledge needed to perform this work is not inconsequential. Thus, research into methods of increasing individuals’ visual literacy competence is required to move toward providing access to the rich store of visual information currently hidden from view.
Appendix: Coding Sheet

**Satisfaction:** this theme relates to the enjoyment the participants experienced while performing the work required to describe the images (examples: fun, interest, excitement).

**Dissatisfaction:** this theme relates to the negative sentiments the participants experienced while performing the work required to describe the images (examples: frustration, boredom, unhappy).

**Tools:** this theme relates to the various tools the participants sought to help them perform the work required to describe the images (such as Library of Congress Subject Headings, Art and Architecture Thesaurus, Thesaurus of Graphic Materials).

**Resources:** this theme relates to the various publications the participants sought to help them perform the work required to describe the images (examples: The Detroit News, AIA Detroit: the American Institute of Architects Guide to Detroit Architecture, Detroit Guide).

**Time:** this theme relates to the time-related aspects that the participants mentioned in connection with performing the work required to describe the images (like time needed, lack of time, being rushed).

**Data:** this theme relates to the data present in the image records that the participants encountered while performing the work required to describe the images (such as already entered data, incorrectly entered information).

**Loss:** this theme relates to the destruction of buildings, cultural institutions, events, groups, and places that the participants encountered while performing the work required to describe the images (examples: demolition of churches, neighborhoods lost to corporate development, population decline).

**Knowledge:** this theme relates to the participants' recognition of their own limitations while performing the work required to describe the images (for instance, social and historical context, identification of people, understanding of events).

**Experience:** this theme relates to the participants' skill and experience in performing cataloging and image description (like development of skill, previous skill, prior work).

**Courage:** this theme relates to the participants' confidence in their own abilities to perform the image description (such as change in their confidence, self-assurance, risk taking).

---

**Notes**


20. The *Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH)* were chosen for this study since this is the authority controlled subject list in place for the Virtual Motor City collection. It was hoped that the image descriptions provided by the students could be used to update the collection's records to enhance access.

21. Indicators of the pier context are found in the rough planks beneath the girls’ feet, the signage (the partially obscured Bob-Lo sign seen in the background was that of another passenger boat line in operation at the same time and place), and the throngs of people walking about.
